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ABSTRACT

processing systems [62] and array processing systems [60]. Many
of these applications require DBMS-like functionality, such as scanning, filtering, cross-referencing (joining), and aggregating data.
Most of these applications do not use a DBMS as the underlying data
storage framework. This choice could be for performance reasons,
or because relational tables are not the most natural abstraction for
the data being modeled by the application. Nevertheless, the lowlevel operations (scanning, aggregating etc.) can still potentially
benefit from the kinds of optimizations done in state-of-the-art
DBMSs.
Additional applications may be written by programmers who
do not want the overhead of dealing with an external application.
Instead they simply write direct code to store and process arrays of
data. For example, a weather analysis application may store data
about rainfall measurements. Suppose that the application records
the output from a large collection of field sensors that each report
rain accumulations each minute, but only when the measurement
is nonzero. The data is represented using three arrays: ID[i] that
represents the identifier of the sensor making the measurement,
time[i] that represents the time the measurement was taken, and
rain[i] that represents the actual rain measurement. The time[i]
values are nondecreasing, reflecting incremental appends of new
measurements over time. When there are many sensors spread
over a large geographic region, there may be billions of data values
stored per day. While there are alternative (e.g., partitioned/sharded)
representations of this data, the given representation is actually
well-suited if the common query pattern is something like “where
and how much has it rained in a given time interval?” Such queries
could drive the generation of real-time animations of recent (or
historical) rainfall. A query coded in the application might have an
inner loop that looks something like:

Modern database management systems employ sophisticated query
optimization techniques that enable the generation of efficient plans
for queries over very large data sets. A variety of other applications
also process large data sets, but cannot leverage database-style
query optimization for their code. We therefore identify an opportunity to enhance an open-source programming language compiler
with database-style query optimization. Our system dynamically
generates execution plans at query time, and runs those plans on
chunks of data at a time. Based on feedback from earlier chunks,
alternative plans might be used for later chunks. The compiler
extension could be used for a variety of data-intensive applications, allowing all of them to benefit from this class of performance
optimizations.
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INTRODUCTION

The increasing main-memory capacity of contemporary hardware
allows query execution in a database management system (DBMS)
to occur entirely in RAM. Analytical query workloads that are
typically read-only need no disk access after the initial load. In
response to this trend, several commercial and research DMBSs
have been designed (or re-designed) for memory-resident data [18].
Examples of recent systems include H-Store/VoltDB [29], Hekaton
[41], HyPer [32], IBM BLINK [5], DB2 BLU [53], SAP HANA [19],
Vectorwise [70], Oracle TimesTen [39], MonetDB [7], HYRISE [20],
Peloton [48], HIQUE [37], LegoBase [35] and Quickstep [47]. A
variety of advanced query processing and optimization techniques
have been developed in these and other systems, several of which
we will discuss in detail later in this paper.
Other data-intensive applications have also scaled to the point
where they are processing very large RAM-resident data collections.
Examples include data visualization systems [61], stream processing
systems [11], time-series analysis systems [25] biological sequence

for(i=0;i<total;i++)
if (time[i]>start && interesting([ID[i]]))
combine(accum[],ID[i],rain[i],time[i]);
In this code fragment, interesting is a dynamically defined
user-defined function that indicates which sensors the user is interested in. The user-defined combine function describes how the
rainfall values should be grouped and accumulated/aggregated into
the accum array. This query is asking for the aggregate rainfall for
sensors that are interesting, over a time window between start
and the current time. (These aggregates would be normalized at the
end according to the interesting sensor count in each grouping
region.)
Despite the relative compactness of this code fragment, there
are several performance opportunities (and pitfalls) that might be
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• Our system can invoke SIMD optimizations for code, even
though they do not always improve performance. In our
system, the SIMD version will be used if it is better, and the
scalar version will be used otherwise.
• The system can select a small but representative set of plans
that cover the search space well enough to respond to various
parameter combinations that may not have been known at
query compilation time.
• It is possible to dynamically achieve a balance between exploration (trying out a variety of plans) and exploitation
(maximally employing the best plan).

taken advantage of (or avoided) by the compiler that generates
machine code from this loop. Performance diversity can be caused
by variations in the data distribution and/or physical data ordering,
influencing branch-related and cache-related stalls. Different algorithmic choices (reordering of operations, use of SIMD instructions)
can improve or worsen performance. Details of these opportunities
and pitfalls will be discussed at more length later in Section 3.
Our work builds on the dynamic query execution scheme pioneered by Vectorwise [55] (discussed in Section 2). Multiple plans
are precompiled for a particular operation. As the operation progresses over a very large data set, performance information from
the early stages of execution can be used to guide the choice of plan
for later stages. Plan switching allows for robustness in the face of
errors in query cost estimation, and also allows a dynamic change
of plans if the data distribution changes within the dataset. Details
of our adaptive code generation are given in Section 4.
Existing query optimization techniques for in-memory processing are limited in several ways: (a) they are not extensively used
outside relational database management systems; (b) they are limited to a handful of relational operators, and do not cover access patterns or dynamically-defined functions found in other data-analysis
scenarios; (c) they treat the underlying compiler as a black-box,
with unpredictable performance depending on which compiler is
used with which compiler settings; (d) they often bake-in design
choices that may be appropriate for usage within a particular DBMS,
but not for more general cases. We address these challenges by optimizing data-analysis style queries expressed as tight loops in a
conventional imperative programming language.
We extend an open-source compiler (GraalVM compiler [65] and
Truffle [64]) with both known and novel optimization techniques
that can automatically be applied whenever the compiler identifies
that a loop is time-consuming. GraalVM is an ecosystem and shared
runtime offering performance advantages for a variety of programming languages [45]. Interpreted code is automatically transformed
into compiled code when the system detects a performance hot-spot.
The GraalVM Compiler is a dynamic just-in-time (JIT) compiler
that performs sophisticated code analysis and optimization. The
Truffle API allows programming languages to be combined in a
shared runtime using an abstract syntax tree representation. Interpreted code is associated with nodes in the abstract syntax tree, and
the Graal compiler automatically compiles the performance-critical
parts of the code to speed up execution. Details of the Graal/Truffle
implementation are provided in Section 5.
Integration into the compiler enables many applications to efficiently process large data sets. The system supports dynamic
queries involving user-defined functions and arbitrary access patterns. Database-style and compiler optimizations co-exist, eliminating some of the mismatches that happen when the compiler is used
as a black-box by a DBMS. The system tunes a variety of run-time
execution parameters automatically, with minimal guidance from
the programmer.
We evaluate our system using the TPC-H benchmark, weather
visualization, and microbenchmark queries, over datasets with various kinds of ordering/clustering properties. The experimental evaluation (Section 6) shows that:
• Our system can dynamically respond to changes in the data
distribution, choosing the best plan for the current data.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Prior Work on Compiling Query Plans
Our work builds upon the dynamic query execution scheme developed as part of the Vectorwise system [55]. The Vectorwise
implementers observed that query performance could vary significantly due to low-level performance effects. Different query plans
might perform best under different regions of parameter space, yet
the parameter values may not be known at compile time. Different
compilers for the same programming language might give better
or worse results, depending on the query. Data distribution effects
(that may change as the system progresses through the data) may
affect query performance, so that one plan is best for parts of the
data, while another plan is best for other parts.
The Vectorwise team also observed that it is hard to estimate
the cost function, not just because of the data distribution effects
and parameter estimation inaccuracies mentioned above. Different
run-time platforms may have different performance characteristics,
such as the relative cost of a SIMD instruction to a scalar instruction or the relative impact of a branch misprediction. Further, the
overlapping of various latencies (e.g., cache misses) makes it hard
to identify their true impact on elapsed time. Rather than estimate
the cost, Vectorwise chose to measure the actual cost.
In Vectorwise, data chunks of about 1000 rows are processed as
a unit. A key innovation in Vectorwise is the analysis of the actual
running time over recent chunks of data using several different
candidate query plans in turn [55]. Each plan contributes to the
final result, but might take more or less time depending on data and
machine parameters. The plan that takes the least time is scheduled
to run for an extended number of chunks. After that, all candidate
plans are run again within a certain window to see if the data has
changed to the point that a different plan is best. The best plan is
then scheduled for an extended period, and the process repeats.
To summarize, the advantages of the approach pioneered by
Vectorwise are: (a) optimization happens on the basis of actual time
rather than predicted time, reducing the reliance on complex and
potentially inaccurate cost modeling; (b) most of the execution will
use the best plan among the candidates; (c) over time, as the data
changes, the chosen plan can adapt to those changes. Despite these
advantages, the Vectorwise approach has several limitations that
we will discuss next.

2.2

Limitations of the Vectorwise Approach

The first and most obvious limitation of the Vectorwise approach is
that the implementation effort has no wider impact beyond uses of
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the Vectorwise system itself. It might be possible for a competing
DBMS to mimic the implementation described by Vectorwise, but
applications of the techniques beyond in-memory relational DBMSs
are unclear. In contrast, our approach embeds the optimization/execution decision making at the programming language level, making
the techniques broadly applicable to a wide variety of applications.
A second limitation is that the Vectorwise approach uses a few
hand-crafted code fragments that cover only the essential DBMS operators. These code fragments are precompiled at DBMS build time.
Code fragments with in-lined user-defined code are not considered.
Access patterns in which there is interaction between consecutive
rows are common in applications such as time-series analysis, but
are essentially absent in a relational DBMS. We compile code fragments at query-time, allowing user-defined code and arbitrary access
patterns that might not match a handful of predefined templates.
The paper describing the Vectorwise system describes how they
used several different compilers, with different optimization settings, and observed varying performance results. The results were
so unpredictable that they were forced to compile multiple variants
of each code fragment: two compilers and two optimization settings
would require four compiled code variants to cover all of the cases.
The Vectorwise authors remarked that they resisted the temptation
to investigate why the compilers had such different behaviors [55],
presumably because they had no control to effect a change even of
they could identify an inefficiency. In our method, the compiler is not
an external black box. Instead, because DB-style optimizations and
traditional compiler optimizations happen in the same framework,
we can control code generation. If the compiler is unsure whether an
optimization helps or not, two variants of the code fragment could be
generated internally, by the compiler itself.
The Vectorwise system chooses somewhat arbitrary values for
parameters such as the window size to run the current best plan,
and the window size within which other candidate plans are run.
While these settings may have been adequate for the limited set of
operators considered by Vectorwise, it is not clear that such choices
would be optimal under the broader contexts considered in this paper.
We investigate principled ways for setting such parameters, allowing
them to vary based on performance feedback generated so far. Section 6
shows an experiment where the choice of window size matters.
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it in interpreted mode. We describe some of the performance-related
choices that need to be made below.
Condition Ordering and Non-Branching Plans. Selection
condition order is important for in-memory query processing [54].
Branch misprediction effects contribute significantly to query processing costs. Among the plans considered are plans that avoid
branches altogether by converting control dependencies to data
dependencies. For example, the plan above might be rewritten as
follows to avoid branches:
for(i=0;i<total;i++) {
// & rather than &&; no branches
test = (time[i]>start & lat[ID[i]] > 30);
// -1 = 0xFFFFFFFF; -0 = 0
mask = -test;
// 0 mask means add 0, i.e., no-op
accum[zip[ID[i]]] += (mask & rain[i]);
}
While branch-free code eliminates the branch misprediction
overhead, it is not always the best choice. For example, if a condition is very selective, so that it fails most of the time, then executing
the condition early is good because (a) it avoids unnecessary work
for most tuples, and (b) conditions that fail most of the time are
relatively well-predicted by modern processors. When several conditions are present, the best ordering of those conditions depends
both on the selectivity of the condition and the cost of testing the
condition [23, 54]. These kinds of alternative rewritings are used
in the hand-generated templates of the Vectorwise system [55].
Our system automatically generates candidate plans at query-time
using each kind of rewriting (details in later sections).
Cache Misses. Accesses to the arrays time, ID and rain are
sequential, and prefetching is likely to be effective in minimizing
cache latency for those accesses. lat and zip are accessed nonsequentially, and may generate cache misses whose latency may
be significant (tens of cycles for an L2 miss, about 100 cycles for
an L3 miss). These costs also influence the ordering of selections,
since a cache miss might make a condition like lat[ID[i]] > 30
expensive to test. Whether lat[ID[i]] > 30 generates a cache
miss on lat depends on: (a) How many IDs there are in total and
how compactly they are allocated in the lat array (e.g., are sensor
IDs re-used when a sensor is taken out of service?); (b) How many
IDs are likely to be registering rain at the same time (depends on
sensor placement and weather patterns); (c) How likely it is that a
sensor that registers rain at time 𝑡 also registers rain at time 𝑡 + 1
(affects temporal locality, and depends on weather patterns). Given
the complexity of predicting cache behavior, we circumvent the
problem by considering a very limited number of scenarios. For
example, we might just consider two extreme scenarios, one in
which we expect an L3 cache miss and one in which we expect an
L1 cache hit.
SIMD. SIMD instructions can be applied to both the conditions
and actions of the code above. Let 𝑤 be the number of SIMD lanes.
The condition lat[ID[i]] > 30 might be evaluated on 𝑤 consecutive i values by (a) loading a SIMD register with 𝑤 consecutive ID
values; (b) using a SIMD gather instruction to look up 𝑤 different
addresses within the lat array; and (c) comparing the results with

PERFORMANCE DIVERSITY AND
REWRITING OPTIONS

Let us return to the loop introduced in Section 1, in which we first
specialize and in-line the definition of interesting, and combine.
The user has specified that an ID is interesting if its latitude is
greater than 30, and has stated that the way to combine rainfall
readings is to sum the rain amounts grouped by zipcode. zip[id]
represents the zipcode where the sensor having identifier id is
located, and lat[id] and long[id] represent the latitude and longitude of the sensor.
In database terminology this query applies two selection conditions, performs two foreign key joins to the lat and zip “tables”,
and performs a grouped SUM aggregate of the rainfall. We assume
that total is very large, so that optimizing the loop is likely to have
a big performance impact. The hot-spot compiler will be triggered
relatively quickly to compile the code rather than continuing to run
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(a) Varying skew

(b) Varying selectivity

Figure 1: Performance diversity
a SIMD register pre-loaded with 𝑤 copies of the value 30. The resulting booleans can then be ANDed with other boolean conditions,
or used as a mask for other actions.
The update of the accum array can similarly use SIMD gather
operations to load the current running sums, SIMD add instructions
to perform the updates, and SIMD scatter operations to write out
the results. Special SIMD instructions detect conflicts (e.g., updates
to a common memory address) across SIMD lanes and serialize
them in the same sequence as the input.
SIMD processing has the potential to speed up processing if the
workload is not memory-bound by using fewer instructions to do
the same work. It is not always clear that SIMD optimization is
desirable because (a) similarly to no-branch plans, it does the entire
work even if the first condition would have led to a quick rejection;
(b) under conditions of skew, the conflict resolution step of the
SIMD scatters may dominate the cost, making the SIMD option
slower than the scalar option. Rather than trying to estimate skew
and determine whether the exact cost of the SIMD option is optimal
for the current data, we simply generate SIMD plans as additional
candidates to be considered at run-time.
Performance Diversity. Figure 1 illustrates two cases of performance diversity alluded to in the previous discussion. Figure 1(a)
shows the performance of a grouped aggregation, where the grouping column may be skewed according to a Zipf factor shown on the
x-axis. The SIMD code is faster than scalar code under low skew,
but slower under high skew due to the high cost of conflict resolution as described above [67]. Scalar code is fastest at high skew
because the grouping cardinality is small and so the aggregates fit
in the L1 cache. Figure 1(b) shows three plans for a query having
two selection conditions, using plans of the kind described in [54].
Each of the three plans is best in some selectivity range. Because
the selectivity may not be known in advance, or may vary within
the dataset, our approach will be to include multiple plans and to
choose the best plan according to the recent performance history.

4

This choice allows for more general plans, including in-lined userdefined functions that are not known in advance. Nevertheless, this
choice is challenging because it makes query compilation itself
part of the observable response time. Our preliminary observations
using the Graal compiler (Section 5) suggest that a plan can be
compiled in tens of milliseconds. Thus, if we were performing a
large scan taking several seconds, say, we could probably not afford to compile more than 10 plans. Beyond that, the overhead of
compilation may outweigh the benefits of adaptive query processing/optimization.

4.1

On-Line Analysis

First, we optimize abstractions of the loop components. For example,
the cost estimate for a SIMD computation may depend on the
skew in the group-by values (Figure 1(a)). We may simply optimize
under two abstracted conditions: no-skew and high-skew. As a
second example, the cost estimate for a condition-testing plan may
depend on the selectivity (Figure 1(b)) and cache-behavior of the
data. Rather than estimating a selectivity for a condition, we impose
a selectivity on that condition as a way of making sure we cover an
appropriate subregion of the optimization space. A condition may
be given selectivities that are “small,” “medium,” or “large” (say 0.05,
0.5, 0.95 respectively).

4.2

Off-Line Analysis

There is an implicit bias in our on-line analysis, because our relatively coarse abstractions of parameters may be far from either (a)
the true parameters, or (b) the critical values of the parameters for
which the choice of plans would change. We therefore supplement
our on-line analysis with an off-line analysis for common query patterns. For example, we imagine that loops containing if-statements
that test any number of conditions may be common in practice. We
therefore perform a more detailed off-line analysis of 𝑐-condition
loops for all 𝑐 below some moderately large threshold (at least 10).
Although this off-line analysis is expensive, it would happen once
for a target hardware environment before the compiler is released,
or during a calibration step when the compiler is installed. After the
off-line analysis, the system stores the generated candidate plans as
a summary to use for adaptive code generation online (Section 5).
For each 𝑐, we use a more fine-grained approach to compute a
cost estimate of candidate plans for 𝑐 conditions based on the cost

ADAPTIVE CODE GENERATION

So far we have suggested that we will be generating multiple plans,
running each for chunks of data during a testing phase, and then
selecting the fastest plan to run for an extended period. Unlike the
Vectorwise system, where an arbitrary number of plans might be
precompiled in advance, we aim to generate plans at query time.
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Table 1: Candidate plans
#
1
2
3

4

5

plans (exhaustive)
{ C0 & C1 & C2 }
IF ( C0 ) { C1 & C2 }
IF ( C1 & C2 ) { C0 }
IF ( C0 ) { C1 & C2 }
IF ( C1 ) { C0 & C2 }
IF ( C2 ) { C0 & C1 }
{ C0 & C1 & C2 }
IF ( C0 ) { C1 & C2 }
IF ( C1 ) { C0 & C2 }
IF ( C2 ) { C0 & C1 }
{ C0 & C1 & C2 }
IF ( C0 ) { C1 & C2 }
IF ( C1 && C0 ) { C2 }
IF ( C1 & C2 ) { C0 }
IF ( C2 && C0 ) { C1 }

ratio
9.77
5.40
3.25

1.97

1.79

plans (local)
IF ( C0 ) { C1 & C2 }
IF ( C0 ) { C1 & C2 }
IF ( C1 ) { C0 & C2 }
IF ( C0 ) { C1 & C2 }
IF ( C1 ) { C0 & C2 }
IF ( C2 ) { C0 & C1 }
{ C0 & C1 & C2 }
IF ( C0 ) { C1 & C2 }
IF ( C1 ) { C0 & C2 }
IF ( C2 ) { C0 & C1 }
{ C0 & C1 & C2 }
IF ( C0 ) { C1 & C2 }
IF ( C0 & C1 ) { C2 }
IF ( C1 ) { C0 & C2 }
IF ( C2 ) { C0 & C1 }

Table 1 shows how this algorithm performs for 3 conditions
(𝑐 = 3) and up to 5 plans (1 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 5). For comparison, we also show
the results of an exhaustive search. In general, the best set of 𝑘 − 1
plans may not be a subset of the best set of 𝑘 candidate plans, but
our heuristic algorithm does choose 𝑘 − 1 plans from among the
best 𝑘 plans. We observe that the heuristic performs reasonably
well when 𝑘 ≥ 3, which is likely in our application domain.
For small 𝑘, an exhaustive search will be feasible, and it does not
miss the best plans that the above heuristic could prune. Therefore
we use a hybrid approach: Generate the best 10 plans using the
heuristic, and then search exhaustively among them for the best
pair of plans. This aproach is more accurate for small number of
candidate plans.
We used the maximum performance ratio as our heuristic function, but we could alternatively have used the average performance
ratio. We argue that the average can be biased depending on how
the selectivity and cost values are chosen. For example, they would
give extra weight to the regions of parameter space that were more
heavily sampled. In contrast, the max ratio is relatively stable, and
focuses the optimization on the part of the parameter space where
it matters most.
Table 1 shows that there is a diminishing return in reducing the
max ratio metric as we choose more candidate plans. During online
execution, the best plan among the candidate plans is chosen. Assuming that there is enough data for exploitation (so the exploration
cost is negligible), then it is in theory better to choose from more
candidate plans, but the marginal benefit is decreasing (as is the
metric). As we demonstrate in the experiments, the performance
stabilizes as we increase the value of 𝑘. In practice, a reasonable
heuristic for 𝑘 conditions is to use at least 𝑘 candidate plans so that
every condition can be the first condition in some plan.

ratio
12.64
12.07
3.25

1.97

1.97

formulas of [54]. For example, for 3 conditions, we try all 6 orders
as well as all logical-and, bitwise-and, and no-branch plans. Since
we do not know the selectivity and cost of each condition (and
the cost of the body part) in advance before query execution, we
develop a large number of configurations in an offline analysis. For
every condition, we test 20 selectivities ranging multiplicatively
from 0.0001 to 0.9999. We test 10 cost values from 1 to 1024 cycles,
again multiplicatively. Then, for each of these 20x10 configurations,
we compute the cost of all different plans [54].
We then compute a summary of the best plans to use during
online exploration. Suppose we can afford to use 𝑘 plans for exploration. Our metric for evaluating the quality of a set of 𝑘 plans is
based on the worst-case ratio of estimated performance across all
configurations:


the best cost among the 𝑘 plans
max
{configurations} the best cost among all plans

4.3

Measuring Execution

We follow the Vectorwise approach by measuring actual times and
choosing plans based on their recent history of execution times.
The Graal/Truffle system already instruments interpreted code
with counters to observe events like a branch being taken. When
the interpreted code is identified as a hot-spot and compiled, that
information is used to inform the subsequent compilation phase.
The counter instrumentation is omitted from the compiled code to
minimize overhead.
For the execution of compiled code, we divide the entire execution into a series of alternative exploration and exploitation periods.
During an exploration period, a number of candidate plans is tested
over input chunks and compared with the execution times. In the
following exploitation period, the best plan is maximally employed
over a larger number of chunks. We keep a recent history of chunk
execution performance, so that the system can react to changes by
comparing the current execution with previous executions. Two
heuristics are used for dynamically setting parameters:
• Dynamic exploitation (DE). For consecutive exploration
periods, if the best plan does not change, then it suggests
that the data is behaving consistently, so we double the size
of the exploitation period; otherwise, the data distribution is
likely to have changed during the two explorations, so we
reduce the size to half of the original exploitation period.

Then we would like to choose the set of 𝑘 plans that minimizes
this ratio. An exhaustive search would be too costly (exponential
in 𝑘) and so we propose the following heuristic method.
(1) Every plan is considered as a valid candidate, and every
configuration is mapped to the plan that minimizes its cost
(which we record as the baseline cost for the configuration, to
be used in the denominator of the formula above). Any plan
that contains no configurations at this point is eliminated.
(2) While there are still too many plans, consider each plan 𝑃
in turn as follows: (a) Map each configuration previously
assigned to 𝑃 to the next-best plan, and compute the ratio
of the new estimated cost to the baseline cost. Record the
highest cost ratio as the score for 𝑃. (b) Remove the plan
with the lowest score, and re-assign its configurations to
their next-best plans.
We eliminate plans with the lowest ratio because their elimination
makes the smallest incremental difference to the overall ratio we are
trying to minimize. In other words, the next-best plans are almost
as good as the elimination candidate.
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(a) AND plan

(c) No-branch

(b) Reorder

Figure 2: Rewriting of a conditional AST
• Early exploration (EE). When we observe that the chunk
takes significantly longer to execute (more than double the
average of recent chunks), it is a strong indication that the
underlying data has changed, so we start exploration using
additional plans starting from the next chunk.
In practice, combining these two heuristics works well for our
experimental datasets (Section 6.2).

5

in the for-loop, but defined outside of the for-loop, are stored in a
dictionary; (3) The variable dictionary and the for-loop string are
passed to the code generation framework via the Polyglot API.
To control the adaptive code generation, we implement a set of
AST nodes extending from Truffle Nodes, including value nodes
(e.g., constants), arithmetic nodes (e.g., Addition), and condition
nodes (e.g., LessThan). When the rewritten source code is executed
and the adaptive execution framework is invoked, control is handed
over to the root node, a special Truffle AST node that handles the
execution of the loop and measures the performance. We use a
custom parser built with ANTLR to parse the for-loop string into the
Truffle expression nodes we implemented, and generate multiple
ASTs representing the candidate plans according to the summary
obtained from offline analysis (Section 4.2). The variable values
stored in the dictionary are written to the procedure stack, so that
they can be accessed and modified during the adaptive execution.
Under the root node of the loop, a TopLevelCondition node represents the if-statement. For conjunctive conditions (AndCondition),
a candidate plan specifies the ordering of the conditions as well
as a mode indicating how the conditions are computed and combined together (LogicalAnd, BitwiseAnd, or NoBranch). The ordering and the node properties are stored as internal variables of an
AndCondition. The body part of the if-statement (true branch) is
a generic AST node if all conditions have been evaluated. If there
are remaining conditions to be evaluated as no-branch conditions,
then the body part is rewritten to an AndCondition node with
NoBranch mode. The body also uses a mask to determine whether
the result is written to output. Multiple assignment statements are
permitted in the body.
Depending on the number of conditions (i.e., the structure of
the code), the root node chooses from a summary with matching
conditions a set of candidate plans. For each candidate plan, the root
node constructs an AST as shown in Figure 2. An AndCondition
node has conditions as its child nodes, which are basic conditions
like LessThan comparisons. Figure 2 shows three example plans
with the same semantics. By reordering the conditions (C0, C1 and
C2), the AST in Figure 2(a) is rewritten to Figure 2(b) and thus
executed differently. Either logical or bitwise AND can be used
depending on the mode set in the AndCondition. If a no-branch
plan is used then an AndCondition with the no-branch mode is
used to rewrite the plan into Figure 2(c), where only condition C0 is
executed with a branching if-condition. We then invoke the Graal
compiler backend to compile the AST into callable machine code.
When there are no if-conditions as in the example in Section 6.1,
then the body part is just an AST representing the assignment

IMPLEMENTATION

We use the Truffle language implementation framework [64] to develop the adaptive execution framework. Truffle is an open-source
library that simplifies the development of language execution engines and data processing engines using self-optimizing abstract
syntax trees (ASTs) in the GraalVM ecosystem. Each node in the
AST represents an operation (e.g., a comparison, an evaluation of
an AND condition, an arithmetic computation, etc.) that is compiled to machine code by the Graal compiler. During the execution,
an AST node can make use of runtime information and change
its internals to specialized versions that have better performance.
Node rewriting and JIT compilation are automatically handled by
the Graal compiler.
In this paper, we focus on JavaScript programs with a for-loop
like the example in Section 1. Users can write a pragma directly
above the for-loop they wish to perform adaptive execution on:
var input0 = ...
var input1 = ...
var count = 0;

// initialize data arrays

" adaptive execution "; // adaptive execution pragma
for ( i =0; i <1000000000; ++ i )
if ( input0 [ i ] <20 && input1 [ i ] <50)
count ++;

By using the pragma, the user is (a) certifying that the predicates
in the if-statement can be reordered, and (b) hinting that adaptive
execution should be applied to the for-loop.

5.1

Preprocessing

Upon execution of the JavaScript program written by the user, a
custom script first rewrites the program source code to use the
Polyglot API. Polyglot allows different languages implemented
with Truffle to interoperate with each other. In our implementation,
we use Polyglot to access variables in JavaScript, and make the
following changes to the source code: (1) The for-loop itself is
transformed into a string; (2) Values of all variables that are used
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Table 2: Time breakdown (s), 109 rows, median of 10 runs

Preprocess
Execute (interpreted)
Compile
Execute (compiled)
Total

Adaptive
0.10
0.22
0.81
6.28
7.44

&&
0.11
0.07
0.55
11.49
12.22

&
0.11
0.07
0.55
5.94
6.67

reverse &&
0.11
0.07
0.55
11.47
12.19
Figure 3: Compiling a sequence of plans

and arithmetic computations. Additionally, we support SIMD code
generation for basic arithmetic computations. The implementation extends the Graal compiler to add intrinsics using AVX-512
instructions. For the example in Section 6.1, we implement the computation and conflict resolution in SIMD as a compiler directive.
Based on a template, the root node recognizes the code structure
written in scalar code, and generates the corresponding body node
using the specific compiler directive. The candidate plans are then
the scalar and SIMD versions of the body node.
After the above preprocessing, the root node triggers the compilation of the candidate ASTs. Note that the program has to run in
the interpreted mode for a very short time before the compilation
is triggered. Then during an exploration period, the root node tries
the compiled candidate plans and measures the actual execution
times of a chunk. For each plan, we run over 2 chunks, and measure
the time of the second chunk, to overcome instabilities of the first
chunk measurement. The chunk size is set to 1000 tuples so that we
can amortize the overhead of time measurement and still get a rank
of the plans. The best plan is then used for the longer exploitation
period. When dynamic exploitation (Section 4.3) is used, we also
track 10 recent chunk execution times to enable the heuristic.

5.2

6

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In Sections 6.1–3, we conducted experiments on a Linux server
with a 2.5 GHz Xeon Platinum 8175M processor. In Section 6.4,
we demonstrate support for a visualization application using the
adaptive execution approach, running on a laptop with an Intel
Core i7-1065G7 processor. The execution of the query program uses
a single thread, processing in-memory datasets stored as arrays
of data. Given the relatively low, fixed overhead of compilation,
we focus in this section on the main loop execution time using
compiled plans.

6.1

Microbenchmark on Skewed Data using
SIMD

We present one set of experiments to show how our system can
adapt to data distributions, and to illustrate how parameters such
as the exploration window size might be worth tuning for optimal
performance. Our baseline query has the form:
for(i=0;i<n;i++)
output[data[i]] += compute(i,data[i]);
The compute function involves 3 logical shifts, 3 exclusive-ors, and
two integer multiplications, all of which can be performed in a
data-parallel fashion using SIMD instructions. compute is in-lined
to avoid the function call overhead. An important aspect of this loop
is the distribution of the data[i] values. A narrow distribution
will lead to better cache locality in the output array, but potential
conflicts to resolve common outputs from different SIMD lanes.
A broad distribution will have worse cache locality, but will be
mostly conflict-free, as discussed in Section 3. We model skew in
the data[i] values by using a suitable Zipf distribution with a 𝑧
parameter between 0 (uniform) and 1.8 (highly skewed). 𝑧 ≈ 1 is a
common value for real-world skewed data. The data is divided into
1.9 million chunks of size 1, 000 (1.9 billion records).
Figure 4(a) shows the performance of the compiled code when
the data distribution becomes more skewed as the index increases:
the first 100,000 chunks have 𝑧 = 0, the next 100,000 chunks have
𝑧 = 0.1 and 𝑧 is subsequently incremented by 0.1 each 100,000
chunks. There are two implementations for the loop: (i) a standard
scalar implementation whose performance as a function of 𝑧 is
shown in blue; and (ii) a SIMD implementation with conflict detection/resolution, whose performance is shown in red. From these
curves alone it is apparent that SIMD beats scalar for small 𝑧, because it can parallelize the work of the compute function. However,
for large 𝑧, the SIMD algorithm becomes an order of magnitude
worse than the scalar code due to the need for conflict resolution.

Compiler Overheads

To measure the overheads of compilation itself, we measured the
time taken for an end-to-end compilation of three plans followed by
an execution of a loop over 109 tuples. We compare with the time
taken by the unmodified Truffle/Graal compiler on each plan individually. We used the G1 garbage collector for Truffle/Graal with
default settings, and performed the experiments on a Xeon E5620
machine. For this experiment, one of the three plans (the & plan) is
optimal for the whole dataset and so compiling this plan directly
represents a baseline for the adaptive technique. The results in
Table 2 show that the compilation overhead for adaptive execution
is small relative to the cost for compiling the optimal plan without
adaptive execution. The performance of the non-optimal plans is
significantly worse than adaptive execution. Adaptive execution is
thus robust with respect to how a programmer might have initially
coded the conditional expression test.
Compilation performance improves as we compile more plans as
shown in Figure 3, primarily because the compiler itself is just-intime compiled dynamically during execution. Based on the results in
Figure 3 one could expect to reduce the compilation overhead from
0.81 seconds to 0.23 seconds if one were to precompile the compiler
itself, as in libgraal [59]. The small spike in performance for the
seventh plan is caused by the compiler’s invocation of garbage
collection.
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data, whereas a sequence of local storms might generate regions
of data skew. A close examination of Figure 4(b) shows that at the
beginning of each skewed region, there is a small period during
which the inferior plan is being run. The system has not yet reached
the next window where it re-evaluates plans; it continues executing
the same plan until that happens.
To understand the impact of the length of the exploitation periods, we ran several experiments with different exploitation period
sizes. Figure 4(c) shows the elapsed time spent in exploration and
exploitation mode separately. When the exploitation period is too
small, we waste time running suboptimal plans too often: a suboptimal plan that is 5X worse than optimal and run 3% of the time
will constitute a 12% overhead. When the period is too large, we
do not notice a change in the data distribution until we have been
running a suboptimal plan for a while. For this example, the best
intermediate value for the exploitation period is around 200 chunks,
and the exploration mode takes 4.3% of the time.

(a) 𝑧 increasing

6.2

Microbenchmark with Different
Selectivities

The previous subsection demonstrates how to choose between two
code generation options (scalar and SIMD) adaptively. In this subsection, we study how to choose among various plans of conjunctive
conditions. The query used in this set of experiments has the form:
for (i=0; i<n; ++i)
if (a[i]<A && b[i]<B && c[i]<C)
sum += compute(input[i]);
In this program, we have three range predicates over the input data
arrays a, b, and c. For the microbenchmark, we generate random
numbers in the a, b, c arrays and control the selectivity of three
tests by setting the corresponding A, B, C constants. As described
in Section 4, there are many different orderings and plans including
the non-branching plans to be considered.
Figure 5(a) shows the average running time per chunk (in microseconds) on three different datasets, using a varying number of
plans. Two of the datasets have a fixed selectivity: 0.5 and 0.001 for
all three conditions. The third dataset sets random selectivities for
each condition every 1M tuples.
For the dataset with 0.5 selectivity, the first plan from the summary generated by offline analysis is the no-branch plan, and it is
always chosen as the best plan for this dataset. Adding more plans
does not improve the performance. For the dataset with selectivity
0.001, the no-branch plan is not the best. If we use more than one
candidate plan during the exploration period, then the candidate
plans include the plan if (a[i] < A){...} (or other symmetrical
plans), so it uses this plan as the best plan and reduces the average
running time. For the changing data, we find that after 5–7 plans,
the running time becomes stable, suggesting a suitable number of
plans to use during online exploitation.
By default we use 200 chunks as the exploitation period. However, the underlying data distribution may change more or less
rapidly than what we can detect. To study the effect of exploitation period, we generate datasets that change the selectivity (and
thus the best plan) randomly. Using 5 plans, Figure 5(b) shows the
average running time per chunk on the 7 different datasets, using
a varying exploitation period (x-axis: the unit is the number of

(b) 𝑧 varying

(c) Effect of exploitation period

Figure 4: Performance on skewed data with SIMD

The purple dots in Figure 4(a) show the performance of the
chosen algorithm for each chunk. There is high density in some
regions leading to what appears to be solid coloring. The more
diffuse dots are where alternative plans are run to obtain estimates
of their performance, to see if it is worth switching plans. Figure 4(a)
demonstrates that the active plan chosen tracks the better of the
two plans. Figure 4(b) shows a variant in which the same loop is run
over data whose Zipf parameter alternates between uniform and
a randomly chosen 𝑧 value at unpredictable points in the data set.
This kind of data is what we might expect in our rainfall example:
steady rain over a wide region might generate uniform-looking
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(a) Varying plans

(a) Different plans on unsorted data

(b) Varying exploitation periods

(b) Profiling on sorted data

(c) Dynamic parameters

(c) Performance on sorted data

Figure 5: Performance with different selectivities

Figure 6: Performance on TPC-H Q6

chunks, chunk size is 1000 tuples). The selectivity of a dataset is
changing randomly every 1K (10K, 100K, . . . ) tuples, and the best
exploitation period also changes correspondingly.
Figure 5(c) shows that the dynamic heuristics of Section 4.3 are
able to achieve the performance of the best exploitation period
(on the 1M dataset). Using one heuristic alone can avoid the worst
case exploitation period, in Figure 5(b), and using both heuristics
together we can achieve similar performance of the best exploitation
period found.

written in a javascript program as an if-statement with five different
conditions (range predicates).

6.3

Figure 6 shows the performance of TPC-H query Q6. Figure 6(a)
shows the results on unsorted data, as generated by the benchmark
data generator. The running times are clustered by the first condition used during evaluation. The two best clusters correspond to
the two range predicates on the shipdate column. From left to right,
the clusters are:
• 6 points: DateMin, DateMax as the first two conditions
• 18 points: DateMin first, other conditions second

for ( i =0; i < N ; ++ i )
if ( shipdate [ i ] >= DATE_MIN &&
shipdate [ i ] < DATE_MAX &&
discount [ i ] >= DISCOUNT_MIN &&
discount [ i ] <= DISCOUNT_MAX &&
quantity [ i ] < QUANTITY )
sum += price [ i ]* discount [ i ];

TPC-H Queries

We now show results using code that implements TPC-H queries Q6
and Q19 [1]. We chose those queries because they have interesting
condition structures that might benefit from our approach.
6.3.1 Query 6. Query 6 quantifies the amount of revenue increase
that would have resulted from eliminating certain companywide
discounts in a given percentage range in a given year. The query is
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Table 3: TPC-H Q19 time (us) on unsorted data

• 6 points: DateMax, DateMin as the first two conditions
• 18 points: DateMax first, other conditions second
• remainder: neither DateMin nor DateMax first
Since the first condition has the most impact on performance,
the compiler uses the following ordering of predicates in the six
candidate plans for adaptive execution:
(1) DateMin, DateMax, DiscountMin, DiscountMax, Quantity
(2) DateMax, DateMin, DiscountMin, DiscountMax, Quantity
(3) DiscountMin, DateMin, DateMax, DiscountMax, Quantity
(4) DiscountMax, DateMin, DateMax, DiscountMin, Quantity
(5) Quantity, DateMin, DateMax, DiscountMin, DiscountMax
(6) no-branch plan (order unimportant)
Each of the first five plans has a different first condition to be
evaluated. Under the adaptive execution, the compiler automatically
chooses the best plan to process most of the data, no matter how
the program is written.
Figure 6(b) shows the results on data sorted by shipdate, which is
likely to be the typical case in real world. We show the performance
of each of the six plans, as well as the adaptive execution results. In
this figure, we plot the average running time per chunk for every
200 chunks of input data in the exploitation period. Because the
data is sorted by the shipdate column, there is a discontinuity at
around 20,000 input chunks, corresponding to the lower bound
DATE_MIN specified in the query. Before the discontinuity, the adaptive execution chooses Plan 1; during the immediately following
period, it chooses the no-branch plan, because evaluating the Date
conditions is extra work (they always succeed) and Plans 1 and 2
become the most expensive; after the data crosses the DATE_MAX
threshold, the system chooses Plan 2.
Figure 6(c) shows the total running time on the sorted data for
different plans. The compiled code automatically chooses the best
variant among the six candidate plans, and the total execution time
of the adaptive method is reduced compared with any single fixed
plan.

Plan (first condition)
BRAND
CONTAINER
QUANTITY MIN
QUANTITY MAX
SIZE
SHIPMODE
SHIPINSTRUCT

Conj1
2767167
2820004
2968445
3498422
3549345
3125625
3826366

Conj2
2721858
3051187
3611849
4088774
4767787
2654871
2665140

Conj3
2513244
2902889
2503752
3975201
3360388
2409472
2425727

For each of the seven predicates in Conj1, we could include at
least one plan that checks the predicate first, for a total of seven
plans. The same observation holds for Conj2 and Conj3. Since the
conjunctions are quite selective, no-branch plans for evaluating the
conjunction are excluded because they are likely to perform badly.
A naive application of our approach would then need to generate
73 combined plans in order to cover all of the important cases.
Instead, we observe that because the conjunctions are relatively
selective, and combined by disjunction, all of the conjunctions are
likely to be executed for most rows. In other words, it is unlikely
that a positive result from testing one of the conditions would
be effective at short-circuiting the evaluation to avoid the other
conditions. (We also verified that the running time of all 6 orders
of the three conjunctions perform roughly the same.) If all three
conjunctions are going to be executed almost all of the time anyway,
we should optimize them independently. As a result we get 7 ∗
3 = 21 plans rather than 73 plans. For this particular query, the
three conjunctions have the same structure, and so 7 plans (with
three instances of each) would suffice. However, the compiler does
not know that the conjunctions have similar structure, and so it
cannot share plans in this way. Instead of one exploration period,
we now use three exploration periods separately for each of the
conjunctions. In each exploration period, we select the best plan
for one of the conjunctions.
Table 3 shows the running time on unsorted data. The table
shows the first predicate of the plan for each of the three conjunctions, when the other two conjunctions each uses BRAND as the
first predicate. In adaptive execution, Conj1 chooses the BRAND
plan, while Conj2 and Conj3 each choose the SHIPMODE plan. As
a result the adaptive execution takes about 2.4 seconds to compute
the revenue loss no matter how the program is written (i.e., the
ordering of the conditions by the programmer does not matter due
to adaptive execution). This performance is about twice as good
as the worst plan in Table 3, which is probably not the worst plan
overall. This experiment shows that the advantage of our approach
includes robust performance even for complex conditions involving
conjunctions and disjunctions.
When the data is sorted by SHIPMODE, there is a region of data
where the equality predicate on SHIPMODE is always satisfied.
We find that each conjunction either uses the SHIPMODE plan to
quickly filter out the unqualified data, or when the SHIPMODE
equality predicate is satisfied, uses the BRAND plan since it is
the most selective and thus has the best performance. Figure 7
shows the runtime profiling of the BRAND plan, SHIPMODE plan,
and the adaptive execution. The other plans behave similarly to

6.3.2 Query 19. Query 19 reports the gross discounted revenue attributed to the sale of selected parts handled in a particular manner.
The query’s where clause is a disjunction of three conjunctions.
Each of the three conjunctions has the same structure of predicates but the predicates have different parameter values. For this
experiment, we preprocessed the text data so that the parameters
are numetic values supported by our current implementation. We
manually implemented adaptive execution for this query because
our current full compilation pipeline currently handles only conjunctive expressions. Written as a JavaScript program, the foreign
key join is executed as an index lookup into the referencing array.
for ( i =0; i < N ; ++ i )
if (( brand [ partkey [ i ]] == BRAND1 &&
container [ partkey [ i ]] == CONTAINER1 &&
quantity [ i ] >= QUANTITY1 &&
quantity [ i ] <= QUANTITY1 + 10 &&
psize [ partkey [ i ]] <= SIZE1 &&
shipmode [ i ] == SHIPMODE1 &&
shipinstruct [ i ] == SHIPINSTRUCT1 ) || // Conj1
(...) ||
// Conj2
(...))
// Conj3
sum += price [ i ] * (1 - discount [ i ]);
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Figure 7: Performance on Q19 (sorted)

Figure 8: Performance of varying TIME_MIN

the BRAND plan, but they are slower; for clarity, their profiles
are omitted in the figure. The profile of the adaptive execution
overlaps with the BRAND plan when the SHIPMODE test is true,
demonstrating that the execution switches to a different plan when
the underlying data is changed. As a result, the adaptive plan takes
2.25 seconds to complete the computation, compared with a fixed
BRAND plan taking 2.81 seconds and a fixed SHIPMODE plan
taking 2.46 seconds.

6.4

Visualization Application

As motivated earlier, we imagine a hypothetical tool written in
a JavaScript-like language for visualizing weather data. The tool
allows users to choose a range of dates and times, and to select a
bounding box on a map based on a range of latitudes and longitudes.
The tool also computes some aggregation results using the data
points that fit into these ranges. As the user adjusts a slider to
change the parameter values, the program dynamically recomputes
the query results, and the user interface interactively refreshes the
screen to display new results. If the computation is slow for some
parameter values, the display frame rate drops and there could be
perceptible jitter as the user operates the slider in the graphical
user interface.
We downloaded a real climate dataset containing historical 15minute precipitation observations for selected U.S. stations1 . The
dataset has 18.2 million data points for the precipitation amount
at 34354 stations across the U.S, for the period from 1971 to 1998.
The precipitation data (date, time, amount) and the station data
(latitude, longitude) are stored separately, and we load them into
memory as separate arrays of data, keyed by the station id. Some
of the data points are marked as invalid in the dataset. The entire
dataset is about 3GB, so one is able to process them on a laptop
computer instead of a server as in previous experiments. As an
example, we compute the total amount of precipitation using the
following program. It has nine conditions and computes a sum of
the precipitation for measurements that satisfy all the conditions.
Since station locations are stored separately, an indirect lookup is
used to check the latitude and longitude of station locations.
For each of the nine predicates, one of the candidate plans is
included to check that predicate first. Since the dataset is ordered by
station, data points satisfying the latitude and longitude conditions
are clustered in multiple regions. For different selectivities of the
predicates, the best plan changes during an adaptive execution.

Figure 9: Performance of varying DATE_MIN

for ( i =0; i < N ; ++ i )
if ( data [ i ] != INVALID_DATA &&
time [ i ] >= TIME_MIN &&
time [ i ] < TIME_MAX &&
date [ i ] >= DATE_MIN &&
date [ i ] < DATE_MAX &&
latitude [ station [ i ]] >= LAT_MIN &&
latitude [ station [ i ]] < LAT_MAX &&
longitude [ station [ i ]] >= LON_MIN &&
longitude [ station [ i ]] < LON_MAX )
sum += data [ i ];

Figure 8 shows the execution time of the program (left y-axis)
and the derived frames per second (FPS, right y-axis) as the user
controls a slider to vary the TIME_MIN value from 00:00 to 24:00.
We compare the baseline method using the example program shown
above with the adaptive execution approach. As the TIME_MIN
varies to around 12:00, the selectivity of condition time[i] >=
TIME_MIN becomes closer to 0.5, incurring an expensive branch
misprediction overhead. Therefore, the baseline method has an
execution time of 45 milliseconds and the framerate drops to below 25 FPS. The adaptive execution method, however, is able to
switch to a different plan that checks TIME_MIN conditions later
after checking other conditions, so its execution time is at most 27
milliseconds and the frame rate stays above 36 FPS. The difference
in FPS is over 1.5x, and is well within the limits of human visual
perception [30].
Figure 9 shows the running time and visualization frame rates as
the user slides the DATE_MIN value from 1970-01-01 to 2000-01-01.
The results are similar to the former case, and the difference in

1 https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdo-web/datasets
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FPS is up to 1.4x. Changing TIME_MAX or DATE_MAX conditions
result in similar observations.
Since the dataset is not globally ordered by any single dimension
of the nine conditions, during the adaptive execution of the program
in the experiments of Figures 8 and 9, seven out of the nine candidate
plans were exploited at least once. This observation emphasizes the
need for a diversity of plans to handle runtime configurations that
are difficult to predict, and the ability of our system to dynamically
choose an appropriate plan.

7

Database and programming language compilers have a common
goal, namely to generate efficient machine code for queries/programs written in a high-level language. Recent query compilers
resemble programming-language compilers, sharing some of the
low-level infrastructure such as LLVM [12, 44]. The programming
language community has built hot-spot compilers [46] that initially interpret (and profile) code sections. When the interpreter
determines that the code section is a hot-spot, it pauses, compiles
the code section in real time, and executes the remainder of the
code section using the compiled code. This choice balances compilation and execution time, and similar innovations have recently
been described for database query compilation [36]. While database compilers have adopted programming-language innovations
such as LLVM and hot-spot compilation, our method shows that
there is also an opportunity for technology transfer in the opposite
direction.
Our system extends the Truffle framework [64] and the Graal
compiler [65]. Using Graal as the host compiler, Truffle is particularly well-suited for languages with very dynamic semantics and
whose execution depends heavily on the size, layout and contents
of the input data. Truffle offers numerous primitives for collecting
information about the observed data types and program behavior.
Additionally, so-called assumptions allow for non-local optimizations where the point that uses optimized code based on a specific
assumption is only loosely connected to the points that potentially
invalidate this assumption. Leveraging this speculative just-in-time
compilation based on implicit schemas that are discovered at runtime, Truffle has also been used to develop efficient parsers for JSON
and CSV data [9], and to accelerate data de-serialization [57]. The
existing profiling and assumption mechanism in Truffle are based
on heuristics; they are local, behavior-centric, and strictly stabilizing (always moving towards the most generic version). This paper
extends them with a dynamic mechanism, directly observing the
actual performance of different but semantically equal algorithms.

RELATED WORK

Column-oriented execution [42] and cache-conscious operators
[43] were proposed before the advent of multi-core CPUs. Blockat-a-time execution [8] and query-dependent code generation [21,
38, 44] are both state-of-the-art designs for analytical query engines [33]. The present work has features from both block-at-a-time
execution and query-dependent code generation.
SIMD optimizations have been applied to a variety of database
operators including joins [3, 4, 6, 27, 34, 58], sorting [10, 26, 50, 56],
scans [69] and compression [40, 52, 63]. Advanced SIMD optimizations [49, 51] include non-linear-access operators. SIMD optimizations work best when data is cache-resident [68], the there are
trade-offs between scalar and SIMD code as we demonstrated in
Section 3.
Adaptive query processing aims to refine a query plan at runtime on the basis of statistics gathered at intermediate stages of the
query computation [2, 14]. Multiple sub-plans could be compiled
into a query, with a choice to be determined based on partial computations such as the size of an intermediate table. Alternatively, when
a departure from the predicted behavior occurs, another round of
query optimization could be performed at run-time. Early work
on this topic instrumented query code with counters to gather
statistics that inform such choices [13, 28]. More recent work using in-memory databases uses hardware performance counters to
gather such statistics without any performance overhead [66].
We use a limited number of query plans based on an analysis of
regions of parameter space. The Picasso database query optimizer
visualizer allows one to visually inspect optimal plan choices for
different regions of the parameter space [15, 22]. Our choice of a
small number of plans is analogous to how Picasso would create a
“reduced diagram” with a bounded reduction in overall performance.
Empirically, the authors find that ten plans is almost always sufficient to cover the parameter space with at most a 20% degradation
in the plan cost at any point in the space [15]. PlanBouquets [17]
incrementally discovers actual selectivity at runtime in order to
identify appropriate plan to execute, and recent work [31] has improved its significant compile-time overheads. Our plans are likely
to be simpler than the ones considered by Picasso, so fewer then
ten plans may typically be sufficient.
To deal with arbitrary user defined functions, [12] compiles a
high-level query workflow into a distributed program. UDFs are
compiled with LLVM into intermediate representations and then
linked with the workflow program into binary executables. A different approach proposed recently is to compile UDFs into plain
SQL queries [16, 24], where arbitrary control flows are translated
into recursive expressions.

8

CONCLUSIONS

We studied optimization techniques for data-analysis style queries
expressed as tight loops in a conventional imperative programming language. Since the data distribution often strongly affects
query performance, it is important to make the code generation
and execution adaptive to the underlying data. To adapt to this
performance diversity, we built upon an open-source compiler to
generate code that efficiently processes large data sets with varying
data distributions and predicate selectivities. By using a learning
framework with alternative exploration and exploitation periods,
we enabled code generation using different plans and SIMD options. We showed that the system could tune run-time execution
parameters automatically, with minimal guidance from the programmer. As a result, we achieved robust query performance in
both microbenchmark and TPC-H queries. When the underlying
data changes, the adaptive code generation and execution can in
fact achieve better performance.
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